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The reform we want

Problems, policies, and research
City-ports. Plans and projects
Guidelines for port planning regulations
The maritime transport situation
Urban planning for waterfront redevelopment
The port-city interface as filtering line
The port as a park
Maritime traffic in the Mediterranean and Mediterranean issues
Port planning in the minor ports of Emilia-Romagna region
Emilia-Romagna ports
Tourist ports and urban development

Projects and implementation
Verona sud. The "Cardo massimo"
To imagine south Verona
South Verona and the 'style of the city'
The interpretation of a context for the construction of an urban plan
The street as a settlement rule. The project as a new identity image
The outline director for mobility and for public transport
The matrix of the landscape: the 'Cardo massimo', the sequence of the open spaces
The environmental strategic assessment
Land uses assett: a description along the axis
The guide criteria for the street plan and the seven drafts of the Cardo
Project deepenings: two 'threshold' spaces along the 'Cardo massimo'
The normative structure
The perequative model
The quantities for the Variante
Reggio Emilia: project, perequation and implementation
An international design competition for a Masterplan by private developers
Urban plan for parco Ottavi: from the competition to the definitive plan
Parco Ottavi: the design of the green areas
Communicating parco Ottavi

Profiles and practices
Tools for shared representation of sites. From "Parish maps" to "identity maps"
The project Parish Maps in West Sussex
Identity representation and participation: a Genoese perifery district experience
Children and identity representation: two maps for Savona town
Lisbon: five metropolitan states from unoccupied space

Methods and tools
The management of the changes in the agrarian landscape, challenges
and innovations of Siena Ptc
Towards the territory orientation plan of the Tuscany Region
Town planning and upland areas
Good town planning: a question of culture
Effectiveness as a quality in public planning
Interview with Riccardo Conti
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The port-city interface
as a filtering line
Matteo di Venosa

The relationship between
city and port in Italy still
appears to be marked by
strong conflicts: between
institutional figures,
decision-making bodies and
space and land use. Often
such conflicts emerge in the
area which defines itself as
a border line and
intermediary between the
urban network and port
activities.
This border between city
and port is defined as 'the
interstitial periphery'' or 'the
abandoned threshold',
highlighting the marginal
conditions and the nature of
the frontiers between the
different systems and
spatial organisations.
In Italy, within the main
harbour cities, it is difficult to
find an abandoned space,
which is available to be
functionally and spatially
converted in an 'organic'
way. The connotation of this
complex spatial context isn't
so much a composition of
heterogeneous and
fragmentary objects, but
rather the concentration of
different channels and
mobility networks, reflected
in the multifaceted activities
found in the area.
The area linking city to port
could be interpreted as a
potent, but imperfect
'connective space', within
which the actual flow of
traffic which serves the port
and city moves at deferent
speeds, and with strongly
differentiated needs. This
flow of traffic also serves
the virtual commercial trade
network and financial
transactions, which, in turn,
enhances the harbour
centre and its broader
interrelationships.
All in all, the conflict
between city and port is
largely unavoidable.
Knowledge of this fact may
help guide a more
innovative path which
experiments with the
integration of various flows
of traffic in an attempt to

repair the port system with
that of the city. From this
perspective, the area
between port and city could
become a place of dialogue
and cooperation, a type of
new urban frontier and a
filtering line for mediation. A
filtering line is an unstable
frontier. It is one which is
continuously evolving and
must accept imposed
changes on/from both port
and city, without modifying
its internal organisation and
functionality. The urban
plans for waterfront redevelopment for the Marina
di Carrara, Napoli and
Pescara, are, in fact,
experimenting with the
effectiveness of this type of
project.
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